
 
 

Harrisonburg Cave Rescue Exercise 
 

Enhancing Underground Communications 
Using the Incident Commanders’Radio Interface™ 

 (ICRI™) 
 

® 



Harrisonburg/Rockingham, Virginia 
“Grand Terrain” cave collapse rescue drill  

• The 2011 Fall Virginia State Communications  
rescue exercise was held at the Grand Caverns to 
provide an opportunity for a coordinated 
response to a cave collapse rescue.  The 
participating teams utilized existing 
communications equipment, policies and 
procedures, RECON the area, addressed the 
needs of the event, and provided 
communications from the Incident Commander 
(IC) outside to units involved in the rescue 
operations inside the cave. 
 



Photo adjusted to show cave detail 

No natural or artificial lighting  
Is provided in the cave 



Photo adjusted to show cave detail 

Entry team members,  
with their hand-held radios,  
communicate with one  
another in the cave on a  
“talk around” channel and  
to the IC through the radio  
located near them on the 
cable-reel.   
 

The “AA” battery powered ICRI handles 
the audio to and from  the entry team  
and the IC. 



The Fairfax Cache was assigned to deploy  
the Incident Commander’s Radio Interface (ICRI) 
into the cave as far as possible.  



2 team + 2 radio channels + 1 ICRI =  
Assurance of radio communications  
between entry teams and CP 
(up to 5000’)  

The Fairfax team deployed the ICRI 
approximately 1000’ into the cave 
 and was successful in 
communicating back to the 
Incident Commander    



ICRI Functional Diagram 
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BLUE: RF* 
GREEN: AUDIO LEVEL and BUFFER* 
LT BLUE: ‘KEYING’ LOGIC/CONTROL* 
VIOLET: SQUELCH TAIL BLOCKING* 

* adjustable 
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